WIKILEAKS NOW TARGETTING CHELSEA, CONFIRMS SHE
RAN FEDERAL SCHEME TO STEAL MILLIONS!
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This is going to be a great year for Conservatives and those tired of Democrats ruining this great Nation.
WikiLeaks dismantled and destroyed Hillary Clinton’s campaign and exposed more corruption than we ever
imagined.
After Hillary’s historical loss in the election, many have wondered what will WikiLeaks do next. Will they quietly go
away or keep ﬁghting for justice? If you wanted to see them continue their ﬁght against corruption, you are in for a
treat as WikiLeaks has selected their ﬁrst two target of the year.
The ﬁrst is CNN, but the second one is Chelsea Clinton.
WikiLeaks has revealed that Chelsea Clinton, the devilish spawn of Hillary, is soon to be under investigation for
receiving lucrative government contracts through the State Department while Hillary was heading the division.
Clinton arranged several meetings for Jacqueline Newmyer-Deal, who was a childhood friend of Chelsea Clinton,
but also happened to be the president of Long Term Strategy Group.
The meetings ultimately led to massive consulting contracts for Deal’s DC-based Long Term Strategy Group. Hillary
Clinton recommended Deal work closely with Michele Flournoy, who had just become undersecretary for defense
policy at the Department of Defense in 2009.
“I met with Michele’s other deputy yesterday, and we had a productive discussion about Iran and developments in
maritime Asia,” Deal said in her email. “We also discussed contract vehicles and mapped out what we need to do so
that we can go to work! I am very grateful for everything you have done.”
According to USAspending.gov, Deal’s Long Term Strategy Group received more than $1.3 million from DoD
contracts in 2009. On top of that, the Pentagon paid Long Term Strategy Group a minimum of $60,000 for
unclassiﬁed reports. In sum, the Long Term Strategy Group received nearly $6 million in federal contracts
since 2009.
“Whether any of the people I have met with went on to win contracts with the Oﬃce of Net Assessment or other
Department of Defense entities was outside my purview as undersecretary of defense for policy,” Flournoy said. “I
have and will continue to work with young men and women, including those recommended to me by people whose
opinion and judgment I respect, such as Secretary Clinton.”
WikiLeaks may be done with Hillary Clinton, but they fully plan to come after Chelsea for her corruption.
Do you think Trump’s administration should pursue charges against Chelsea Clinton and hold her accountable?
Share this if you agree and leave us your thoughts below!
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